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About This Game

Slapshot is an online multiplayer game where you and 5 other players play a game of hockey. The game is physics-based, so
teamwork and crisp passing are essential to win. Play with your friends or team up with other Slapshot players!

Free-to-Play

Slapshot is free-to-play indefinitely. You can buy the Slappy Pass in order to unlock all of the customization options you've
earned to make your character stand out!

Controls

You control your own player's movements with WASD and a mouse. Use the mouse to swing your stick and control the puck.
Trackpads work, but a mouse is absolutely recommended.

About the Devs

Slapshot is a hobbyist project consisting of three developers: two software engineers and a designer/artist. We've managed
everything on our own from engine development, model creation, servers, and publishing. Try out the game and let us know

what you think!
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Title: Slapshot
Genre: Free to Play, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Glacier Labs
Publisher:
Glacier Labs
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Pentium 4

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4000

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 250 MB available space

English
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Easy to learn RTS game. Basic, even by VR standards, but graphics and design are great. The game is a little pricey for the
content, so I recommend getting on sale.. Finally a game that utilizes the multimonitor setup properly, giving a lot of horizontal
space for some old school arcade fun!. If you get easily salty cos of bad game mechanics then you shouldn't play this game.
In general I'd suggest everyone to play this game with a walkthrough of it, so everytime when you get stuck you can check the
walkthrough and progress further in the game. I play a lot of detective games and I got stuck a lot of times in this game, cos
sometimes you literally have to find a bunch of hair somewhere which you can super easily overlook.
And if you reach the point in the game where you have to sneak past a guard and the guard dog: SAVE IMMEDIATELY!
Because if you fail to sneak past them, the investigation is over and you have to re-load a save. Since this game does not have
autosave, it has happened to me that I forgot to save for quite a while, got caught by the guards and lost progress of almost an
hour.
And if you reach the point where you're in a forest which is kind of like a maze: SAVE IMMEDIATELY AGAIN! Because the
same thing will happen again if you fail this mission.

Some of the puzzles did not make any sense to me, even with the help of the walkthrough. And the story can get super confusing
at one point cos it's connected with so many side stories and I gotta admit that I lost track of what was happening halfway
through the game. Still played it until the end cos I wanted to know who the murderer was.

All in all the game wasn't bad. Some mechanics were weird, some puzzles didn't make sense and the story is confusing but it still
was an experience and fun to play through it. I'd say buy it when it's on sale so you won't regret spending the whole amount on it
(let's be honest, the price is too high).
You can finish it within 8-10 hours.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/ktO80uuLxp4 <- gameplay video

This game is pretty great. I can't wait to get some friends together and play all of the diverse-enough game modes. Good style,
too.. A simple but great brawl game with my favorite childhood bruiser characters... and it has the original soundtrack too.
Simple amazing.. Great game
Great story
Great RPG

5p worth it. ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0). cute little game with funny atmosphere which is also interresting for
adults. This game is sicc
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Tbh I think it's worth the price, but it gets boring after a while unless you are trying to beat the WR (which I have right now
hahehahehau c:).. Don't buy this game unless it's heavily discounted...and even then I'm still not sure. Great concept but needs
polished and a little buggy.. Every new congo session game starts off slow then soon enough you will have 30+ people in your
conga line, sucking everyone else in around you which is very satisfying. Music is also enjoyable; some more than others.

Looks like it's only local multiplayer. I cannot find a way to play online multiplayer. There is however an online leaderboard.

Solid game and gets pretty difficult in Story mode. Cost me \u00a37.99. Seems to have a pretty fun single player
mode...controls are smooth game has a qiuck pace and decent music. Can't wait to try it out mp.

11-4-2015
Upon further review I am not so excited about multiplayer. I tried it out vs the ai. It has a 3 star to win a match system where it
swaps modes\/maps each round. It randomly selects each, you cannot pick what mode\/gametype you want. Game needs more
options.. Is there a "meh" option? The visuals are nice, but you spend a bunch of time just waiting for a thing to click on to
appear. One of the very first things you acquire is a dog's head sculpture? balloon? Don't know why. The puzzles pretty much
lead you by the hand in how to solve them. The hardest part is contorting your hands to rotate some of the things the correct way
(at least with the Vive controllers) or to avoid banging the two controllers together when solving a two-handed puzzle.

Maybe its better for kids? The dialog is certainly targeted at a very child friendly level. Such as when one character chastises the
other just as its about to say "jerks" or maybe "a**h***s", but probably "jerks". It will probably get a giggle from the average 6
year old.

I bought it in the bundle with FORM and Twilight Path is about what I expected. I'm not disappointed, but I'm not excited to
recommend it either.
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